
 H is for Hand Washing   
 A Comic Exploring the New Coronavirus  
 What Is the New Coronavirus (COVID-19)?   ¿Qué es el coronavirus (COVID-19) 
       Hand Washing: Why It's So Important    Lavarse las manos: por qué es importante 

Bob, Not Bob! 
Vernick, Audrey      J PB SCANLON 
When a young boy gets a cold, he just wants his mommy. But his stuffy nose makes it 
difficult for him to call out to his mom--not 'Bob,' who happens to be the family dog. 
  
Germs are Not for Sharing 
Verdick, Elizabeth      EBOOK 
Describes why germs should not be spread.  
 
Inside Your Insides: A Guide to the Microbes that Call You Home 
Eamer, Claire       J 579 EAMER 
An informative and entertaining look at the good and the bad (and possibly a few ugly) 
microscopic organisms that live in you and on you.  
 
It’s Catching: The Infectious World of Germs and Microbes 
Gardy, Jennifer      J 616.9041 GARDY 
Presents general information about different types of germs, as well as the diseases they 
cause, and how people work to prevent them from spreading.  
 
Keep it Clean, Germ Free 
Minden, Cecilia      J 613 MINDEN 
What are germs? -- How do we get germs? -- What can you do? -- Find out more.  
 
Keeping Healthy 
Hewitt, Sally       J 613 HEWITT 
Find out how to take care of your body with this fun and fascinating title. How can you 
help your body fight germs? Why is sleep so important?  
 
Llama Llama Home with Mama 
Dewdney, Anna      J PB DEWDNEY 
Llama Llama's mother takes good care of him when he has to stay home from school    
because he is sick, but when Mama Llama begins to feel sick, too, Llama Llama knows 
how to take care of her. 

Tiny Creatures: The World of Microbes 
Davies, Nicola        J 579 Davies 
Looks at all the different microbes that inhabit the Earth and examines the varied jobs 
they do.  
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